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practices I have read related articles with regard to the performance concerns of using generics in
handler implementations, such as - Closures and performance - the performance costs of Java in
2005. I have also used generics like so: class Translator { private int someValue; Translator(int
someValue) { this.someValue = someValue; } public void myMethod() { doSomething();
doSomethingElse(); } } class Translator implements XmlHandler { @Override public void
handle(XmlHttpResponse xml) { String s = xml.getString(); // Do something... } } I'm wondering
though, is this a valid use of generics? Will this perform any better than non-generics? Or will the
"parsing overhead" of a generic handler (even though it doesn't do anything) outweigh any potential
performance improvement? Is there some better way of using this pattern than what I'm currently
doing? A: Whether it will perform better or not is dependent on the nature of your business logic.
There is no reliable performance test. "More elegant" may be subjective. This is not a generic pattern
that's commonplace in Java (though other languages may benefit from such a pattern). You should
make it clear that it's not generic, i.e. the client should not assume that you'll only ever use
Translator for a type T. It's also good to document that an instance of T is not wrapped in another
class and that the
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